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(57) A received common control channel signal is

subjected to predetermined radio reception processing,

sent to matched filter 1 03 and subjected to despreading

processing there. Regarding a correlation value ob-

tained by despreading processing, its integrated value

is sent to level detection section 1 04. Level detection

section 104 performs level detection processing on the

input integrated value. Upon acquiring a comparison re-

sult that the integrated value exceeds a predetermined

threshold, ON/OFF control section 1 05 turns ON switch-

es 106, 107a and 107b and performs interference can-

celler processing on the reception signal.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a radio recep-

tion apparatus and radio reception method used in a dig-

ital radio communication system.

Background Art

[0002] A CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) is

one of multiplei-access system technologies when a plu-

rality of stations simultaneously carries out communica-
tions on a same frequency band in mobile communica-
tions such as automobile telephones and cellular tele-

phones. Other known technologies include an FDMA
(Frequency Division Multiple Access) system, aTDMA
(Tlhie Division Multiple Access) system, etc. Compared
to these technologies, the CDMA system provides high-

er frequency utilization efficiency and larger channel ca-

pacities to accommodate more users.

[0003] In the CDMA system, limits of a channel ca-

pacity are determined by interference from other users

in the own cell or neighboring cells. Therefore, to in-

crease the channel capacity, interference must be re-

duced in sorhe way. An example of processing to reduce

interference is a canceller.

[0004] An interference canceller includes a single us-

er type (SUD: Single User Detection) and multi-user

type (MUD: Multi User Detection). The single user type

is a system of executing the interfer-ence canceller using

only spreading codes and reception timing of the own
station. A typical example of such SUD is ah orthogonal

filter that adaptively controls a tap coefficient of a

matched filter so as to be orthogonal to the spreading

code of an interference signal. The SUD has a simpler

configuration and shows higher feasibility than the

MUD, but it is difficult to apply the SUD in a multi-path

environment where the symbol cycle does notnhatch the

cycle of the spreading code, for exanriple, in the case
where a long-cycle spreading code such as a scramble

code is used. This is because'when the scramble code
is in place, the influence of mutual correlations caused
by multi-paths vahiss from one symbol to another pre-

venting the coefficients of the orthogonal fitter from con-

verging.
'

[0005] Oh the other hand, the MUD is a system for

executing the interference canceller by making a data
• decision after estimating amplitudes and phases of re-

ception signals of all users based on spreading codes
of all users engaged in communications and all recep-

tion tirhing information. This system is free of restrictions

by cycles of spreading codes!

[0006] As the MUD, a multi-stage interference cancel-

ler is proposed ("Channel Estimation Successive Up-

date Type DS-CDMA Coherence Multi-Stage Interfer-

ence Canceller Using Pilot and Data Symbols", by Sa-

wabashi, Andoh, Higuchi, lEtCE RCS 96-100), which

2

generates interference replicas of other users based on

reception fading complex envelope and decision data

estimated on the receiving side, subtracts these inter-

ference replicas from the reception signals and thereby

5 improves an SIR (Signal to Interference Ratio) with re-

spect to subsequent users thus improving the reception

characteristics.

[0007] In a CDMA system represented by W-CDMA,
an interference canceller mounted on a communication

10 terminal (UE: User Equipment) such as a mobile station

needs to perfonn correlation calculations on signals of

all users, which increases the hardware scale. Moreo-
ver, such an MUD needs to know all spreading codes
and transmission timings of targets of the canceller,

15 which increases the amount of communication and load.

[0008] On the other hand, as a packet communication
according to a CDMA system, there is a method of car-

rying out communication by time-sharing a common
spreading code having a high transmission rate. An ex-

20 ample of this is a DSCiH (Downlink Shared CHannel).
Such a packet communication has a high symbol rate

and transmits data with high transmit power, and there-

fore when viewed from the standpoint of interference,

interference per channel is considerably greater than a
25 voice channel.

[0009] Furthermore, compared to a channel ex-

change type of continuous communication, such a pack-
et communication often has an asymmetric amount of

transmission between the uplink and downlink, and
30 since a burst signal is used, estimating the arrival direc-

tion by only receiving a short-time burst signal requires

a system with high-speed convergence perfomnance,

which generally makes it difficult for a base station to

apply high precision transmission with directivity. This
35 increases a probability that the packet communication

will constitute great interference to the entire area to be
covered.

Disclosure of Invention
'40

[0010] It is an object of the present invention to pro-

vide a radio reception apparatus and radio reception

method capable of improving the reception characteris-

tics by canceling interference, and more particularly, by
45 canceling interference caused by high-speed packets

on the downlink.

[0011] A spreading code used for a common control

channel needs to be demodulated, and therefore be-

comes known to a communication terminal. In a packet
50 communication, too, in the case of the DSCH above,

spreading codes used are limited. If this spreading code
is already known, it is not necessary to inform othercom-
munication- terminals of the spreiading code.

[0012] Thepresent inventor has focused on the above
55 fact and has come up with the present invention by dis-

covering that it is possible to improve the reception char-

acteristics with a small hardware scale by executing an
interference canceller only on a specific spreading code.

2
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[0013] That is, an essence of the present invention is

to detect a reception signal spread/modulated by spe-

cific spreading codes fronn the reception signal and per-

fornn interference canceller processing on the detected

reception signal.

[001 4] The specific spreading codes are known as de-

scribed above or one or several spreading codes are

notified through transmission. Even if the spreading

codes are not known, it is not necessary to transmit

spreading codes of all users as in the case of conven-

tional arts, and therefore notification is easier

Brief Description of Drawings

[0015]

FIG.1 is a block diagram showing a configuration of

a radio reception apparatus (connmunication temni-

nal apparatus) according to Embodiment 1 of the

present invention;

FIG.2 is a block diagram showing a channel estima-

tion/replica generation section in the communica-

tion terminal apparatus above;

FIG.3 is a drawing to explain timing of level detec-

tion by the communication terminal apparatus

above;

FIG.4 is a block diagram showing a configuration of

a radio reception apparatus (base station appara-

tus) according to Embodiment 2 of the present in-

vention; and

FIG.5 is a drawing to explain timing of level detec-

tion by the base station apparatus above.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

[0016] With reference now to the attached drawings,

embodiments of the present invention will be explained

in detail below.

(Embodiment 1)

[0017] FIG.1 is a block diagram showing a configura-

tion of a radio reception apparatus (communication ter-

minal apparatus) according to Embodiment 1 of the

present invention.

[0018] A signal transmitted from a base station is re-

ceived by radio reception section 102 via antenna 101.

Radio reception section 102 perfomns various kinds of

processing such as amplification (gain control), down-

conversion and A/D converision on the reception signal.

The signal subjected to such processing is sent to

matched filter 103, where the signal is subjected to a

correlation calculation using the .spreading code used

for spreading processing on the transmitting side.

[0019] The correlation value obtained by the ^correla-

tion calculation is integratedfor a predetermined period

and sent to level detection section 104. Level detection

section 1 04 performs level detection on the integrated

correlation value. For example, level detection is per-

formed by comparing the integrated correlation value

with a threshold.

[0020] The result of this level detection is sent to ON/
5 OFF control sectjon 105. ON/OFF control sectiori 105

controls ON/OFF switching of switches (SW) 1 06, 1 07a

and 107b according to the level, result. This ON/OFF
switching makes it possible to control execution/non-ex-

ecution of interference canceller processirig.

10 [0021] Interference cancellers 1 09 and 1 1 0 are multi-

stage type interference cancellers and fCpnstructed; of a

series of stages eacl>. including a delayer and. interfer-

ence cariceller unit. Delay section .1 08 Is a memory to

„ delay a reception signal so that processing is carried put

15 by an interference^fCancejjer.iat e^^

. stage,. a replica of a signal which beconies, interference

, is created ^nd interferencej:,ts renriqyed by ; subtracting

this replica frprn the reception.signal. -This allows recep-

,tion data to be obtained with an SIR (signal to, interfer-

20 ence ratio) improved. . . r - .

[0022] By the way, the jnterfer;ence canceller shown

in FIG.1 is constructed by connecting 1st ,stage 109 and

2nd stage 110, but the interference canceller can also

be constructed by connecting three or more stages.

25 [0023] I nterfererice cancellers 1 09 and 1 1 0 each have

a plurality of pi;ocessing1ines and, each processing line

includes delayers 1091 andllOl ,,subtractors 1092 and

1102 and channel estimatipn and interference genera-

tion units (hereinafter referred to as "CEIGU") 1 093 and

30 11 03. By the way, since the 1st stage processing line of

1st stage interference canceller 1 09 has no signal to be

subtracted, no subtracter 1092 is provided..

[0024] CEIGU 1 093 and 1 1 03 have a configuration as

shown in FIG,2. The CEIGU includes channel estima-

35 tion unit 201 that candies out.charinel estimation,. replica

generation unit 202 that generates an interference rep-

lica .using a signal subjected to data decision, RAKE
cornbining. section 203 that RAKE-combines the chan-

nel-estimated signal and data decision section 204 that

40 can-ies out a data decision on the RAKE-combined sig-

nal. , - . . ... .

[0025] CEIGU 1 093 and 1 1 03 are provided with a plu-

rality of channel,estiniation units 201 and replica gener-

ation units 202 according to the number of their i;espec-

45 tive multi-path reception delay waves ^ that is, the

number of paths, and therefore CEIGU 1093 and 1103

.can generate interference replicas corresponding to

^each multi-path receptipn delay wave. The output on the

lowermost processing line at each stage is demodulated

50 data.

[0026] Channel estimation unit 201 includes matched

fjlter2011 that performs despreading processing on the

received wave, channel estimation section 201 3 that

carries out channel estimation of a path and multiplier

55 2012 that multiplies a despreading signal, yvhich is the

matched filter output, by a complex conjugate of , the

.channel estimation value estimated by channel estima-

tion section 2013. .

BNSDOCID: cEP 1124346AlJ_
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[0027] Replica generation unit 202 includes multiplier

2021 that multiplies the data synhbol after data decision

by the channel estimation value obtained by channel es-

timation section 2013 and replica generation section

2022 that generates an interference replica by applying

spreading processing to the data multiplied by the chan-
nel estimation value using the spreading code used by
matched filter 2011 again,

[0028] On the other hand, the transmission data is

digital-modulated by modulation section 1 1 1 and sent to

spreading section 112. SjDreading section 112perfonTis
spi'eading modulation processing on the transmission

data using a predetermined spreading code. This
spread/nriodulated signal is sent to radio transmission

section 113, where the signal is subjected to various

kinds of processing such* as amplification (gain control),

up-conversioh and D/A conversion. The signal subject-

ed to such radio transmission processing is sent from
antenna 101. .

^

,

[0029] Then, the operation of the radio reception ap-

paratus (communication terminal apparatus) inthecon-
fiiguration above will be explained.

[0030] First, a case where the comnnunication termi-

nal executes the interference canceller on a spreading
code used for a common control channel will be ex-

plained. The common controTchanhel'signal needs to

be demodulated by the communication terminal, and
therefore is sent from the base station with a relatively

high level. Therefore, the common control channel sig-

nal can be identified by monitoring the reception level at

the communication temninal. Thus, interference cancel-

ler processing is perfomned on this spreading code us-

ing the spreading code used for the common control

channel as the specific spreading code.

[0031] The received common control channel signal

(target spreading code) is subjected to predetennined
radio reception processing and sent to matched filter

103, where the signal is despread using a known
spreading code used for the conrtmon control channel.

A con-eiation value resulting from despreading process-
ing is integrated for a predetermined period and the in-

tegrated value is sent to level detectibn section 104.

[0032] Level detection section 1 04 performs level de-

tection processing on the input integrated value. For ex-

ample, level detection section 1 04 compares the inte-

grated value with a predetennined threshold and sends
the comparison result to ON/OFF control section 105.

Thus, it Is possible to extract a signal spread/modulated
with a specific spreading code from the reception signal

by performing level detection in this way.

[0033] Upon acquiring a comparison result that the in-

tegrated value exceeds the predetermined threshold,

ON/OFF control section 105 turns ON switches 106,

107a and 107b and perfomns interference cariceller

processing on the reception signal. At this time, switch

1 07a is switched so that the reception signal is sent to

1st stage interference canceller 109, switch 106 is

switched so that the reception signal is sent to 2nd stage

6

interference canceller 1 1 0 and switch 1 07b is switched

so that the reception signal is not sent directly to the

CEIGU 1093 on the lowemnost processing line.

[0034] On the other hand, upon acquiring a compari-

5 son result that the integrated value falls below the pre-

determined threshold, ON/OFF control section 105

turns OFF switches 106, 107a and 107b and demodu-
lates the reception signal without performing interfer-

ence canceller processing. At this time, switch 107a is

10 switched so that the reception signal is not sent to 1 st

stage interference canceller 1 09, switch 1 06 is switched

so that the reception signal is not sent to 2nd stage in-

terference canceller 110 and switch 1 07b is switched so

that the reception signal is sent directly to the CEIGU
15 1 093 on the lowemiost processing line.

[0035] When this ON/OFF control is perfonned, a de-

lay Is generated by decision processing using level de-

tection, and therefore it is necessary to temporarily store

the reception signal in memory In the meantime, but

20 since storage processing is indispensable in the MUD
processing and this is not a big problem.

[0036] When interference canceller processing is per-

formed; the reception signal is input to 1st stage inter-

ference canceller and processed on the processing line

^5 at each stage. The sequence of stages (sequence from

the top stage to bottom stage) is determined in descend-

ing order according to the reception level, for example.

[0037] On the 1 st stage processing line of 1 st stage

interference canceller 109, the reception signal is sent

30 to CEIGU 1 093 via delayer 1 091 . CEIGU 1 093 perfonns

channel estimation on another user channel with the

highest level and generates a replica signal of this other

user channel using the result of the channel estimation.

[0038] More specifically, the signal of the 1 st other us-

35 er channel signal is sent to channel estimation unit 201

of CEIGU 1093 for every delay wave. In channel esti-

mation unit 201 , matched filter 2011 performs despread-

ing processing on the 1st other user channel signal and
obtains a reception symbol. By the way, the spreading

40 code used for despreading processing, that is, the

spreading code of the 1st user channel is known to the

communication terminal.

[0039] The reception symbol obtained by despread-

ing processing is sent to channel estimation section

45 2013. Channel estimation section 2013 perfonns chan-

nel estimation of the 1st other user channel using a

known signal such as a pilot symbol and obtains a chan-

nel estimation value. Then, multiplier 201 2 performs co-

herent detection by multiplying the reception symbol
50 above by a complex conjugate of this channel estima-

tion value. Then, their respective reception symbols are

sent to RAKE combining section 203.

[0040] RAKE combining section 203 RAKE-combines
a reception symbol for every delay wave and sends the

55 RAKE-combined reception symbol to data decision sec-

tion 204. Data decision section 204 performs data deci-

sion on the RAKE-combined reception symbol and ob-

tains a data symbol. On the lowermost processing line

EP 1 124 346 A1
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at the final stage, the output of data decision section 204

is demodulated data.

[0041] The data symbol subjected to data decision is

nnultiplied by a channel estimation value obtained from

channel estimation section 2013 of their respective

channel estimation units 201 according to the delay

wave by multiplier 2021 of replica generation unit 202

separated at timing of each delay wave.

[0042] The multiplied symbols are sent to replica gen-

eration section 2022 and subjected to re-spreading/

modulation processing using the spreading code used

by matched filter 2011. The re-spread/modulated sig-

nals obtained in this way are combined into an interfer-

ence replica signal (S1 (1 )) of the 1 st other user channel.

[0043] The interference replica signal S1 (1 ) of this 1 st

other user channel is used on the 2nd processing line

of 1st stage interference canceller 109. On the 2nd
processing line, the reception signal is sent to subtractor

1092 via delayer 1091. There, the interference replica

signal of the 1st other user channel is subtracted from

the reception signal. The interference component of the

1st other user channel is removed from the reception

signal in this way.

[0044] The reception signal stripped of the interfer-

ence component of this 1st other user channel is sent

to CEIGU 1093 and CEIGU 1093 performs processing

similar to the processing above to obtain an interference

replica signal (S2(1)) of the 2nd other user channel.

[0045] The interference replica signals of the 1 st and

2nd other user channels are used on the processing

lines at and after the 3rd stage of the 1 ststage interfer-

ence canceller 1 09. On the processing lines at and after

the 3rd stage, the reception signal is sent to subtractor

1092 via delayer 1091 in the same way as on the

processing line at the 1st and 2nd stages. There, the

interference replica signals of the other user channel ob-

tained on the processing lines up to the preceding stage

are subtracted from the reception signal. The interfer-

ence components of the other user channels up to the

preceding stage are removed from the reception signal

in this way.

[0046] Thus, interference replica signals S1(1), S2

(1), ...
,
Sk-1(1) of other user channels are obtained

through 1 st stage interference canceller 1 09. The output

of CEIGU 1093 on the lowemnost-stage processing iine

Is demodulated data. These interference replica signals

S1(1), S2(1), Sk-1(1) and derpoduiated data Sk are

used by 2nd stage interference canceller 110.

[0047] On the 1st stage processing line of 2nd stage

interference canceller 110, the reception signal is sent

to subtractor 1 1 02 via delayer 1101. There, interference

replica signals S2(1), Sk-1 and demodulated data Sk

of other user channels other than the 1st other user

channel obtained at the 1st stage are subtracted from

the reception signal. In this way, the interference com-

ponent of other than the 1 st other user channel obtained

by the 1st stage interference canceller 1 09 is removed

from the reception signal.

14 346 A1 8

[0048]. The reception signal stripped of the interfer-

ence component oif other than the 1 st other us^r channel

obtained by the 1st stage interference canceller 109 is

sent to CEIGU 1103, subjected to the same processing

5 as that described above. and converted into an interfer-

ence replica signal SI (2) of the 1st other user channel.

[0049] The interference replica signal. (SI (2)) of the

1st other userchannel is used on the 2nd stage process-

ing line of the.1st stage interference canceller 110. On
10 the 2nd stage processing line, the, reception signal is

sent to subtractor 1102 via delayer 1101 . There, the in-

terference replica signal, SI (2) of the ist other user

channel obtained from the 1 st stage processing line and

the interference replica signals S3(1), ..., Sk{1) of other

15 than the! 1st and 2nd other user channels obtained by

the 1 st stage interference canceller 1 09 are subtracted

from the reception signal. In this way, the interference

componentjs .of the 1st other user channel at the 2nd

stage interference canceller are removed fronri,the, re-

^0 ception signal.

[0050] The reception signal stripped of the. interfer-

ence components of the I st other user channel obtained

by the 2nd stage interference canceller is sent to CEIGU
1103, subjected to the same processing, as that de-

25 scribed above and converted into an interference replica

signal (S2(2)) of the 2nd other user channel.

[0051] Such processing is carried out on each

processing line and each stage, and in this way the de-

modulated data, of the desired signal is obtained from

30 CEIGU on the t.o\yermost processing line at each stage.

[0052] On th§ other hand, when ON/OFF,control sec-

tion 1 05 acquirsfs a comparison result that the Integrated

value is less than thepredetemnined threshold and de-

modulates the reception signal without performing inter-

ns ferenee canceller processing, then the reception signal

is directly input to CEIGU 1093 pn the lowemriost

processing line of 1st stage interference canceller 109,

subjected to channel estimation and demodulation

processing and converted into derriodulated data.

40 [0053] As shown above, the present invention moni-

tors a channel that executes the interference canceller

by level detection, that is, monitors a common control

channel and detects the preserice or absence of a chan-

nel that executes the interference canceller (target

45 channel) and peHfonns interference canceller process-

ing only when there is any target, channel. That is, the

present invention perfomns ON/bi=^F control of the inter-

ference canceller processing based on the detection re-

sult as to the presence or absence of the target channel.

50 This allows interference canceller processing to be per-

formed only on a specific channel (conrimon control

channel). Since spreading codes, used for the cornmon

control channel are known, it is easy to perform interfer-

ence canceller processing.

55 [0054] Moreover, since, interference canceller

processing is performed only on specific spreading

codes, it is possible to reduce the nunriber of channels
'

k-1 whose interference is to be eliminated. Jhis makes

BNSDOCID: <EP 1124346A1 J„>
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it possible to drastically reduce the hardware^scale com-
pared to conventional MUD interference' cancellers.

Furthermore, even if spreading codes are notified from
the base station, only a small amount of communication
is required for spreading code notification.

[0055] Oh the other hand, when Iriterfererice cancel-

lerprocessing is performed in packet communication,
the communication terminal monitors a control signal

AlCH (Acquisition Indication CHannel) signal or TFCI
(Transport Fomriat Combination Indicator) signal, etc.

sent from the base station before or simultaneously with

actual data communication or detects the presence or

absence of the packet data signal itself sent with specific

spreading codes, detects the arrival of a canceller target
signal and thereby controls ON/OFF of the interference

canceller processing -

[0056]- That is/as shown in FIG.3, whein a packetsig-
nal is communicated with a specific spreading code #0
at specific transmission timing (or reception timing), the

arrival of the packet signal is detected from its level at

that timing and ON/OFF control of the interference can-
celler is performed. This makes it possible to perform
interference canceller processing even in packet com-
munication in the same way as that shown above. By
the way, spreading codes #1 to #3 are spreading codes
used for a channel exchange type signal.

[0057] The present invention is also applicable when
transmission directivity control is performed using an
adaptive array antenna or smart antenna. A packet sig-

nal sent with specific directivity constitutes considerable
interference to a channel exchange type signal (signal

communicated through a channel such as a voice signal

or high-speed image transmission signal) with identical

directivity; - !

[0058] Thus, as shown above, detecting the level of

a packet signal using a specific spreading code and con-
trolling ON/OFF of- interference canceller processing
based on the detection result allows interference can-
celler processing to be performed only on a packet'sig-

nal transmitted with specific directivity, which constitutes

considerable interference to a channel exchange type
signal. As^a result, interference with the channel ex-

change type signal can be reduced.

(Embodiment 2) .

^

[0059]' FIG. 4' is a block diagram showing a configura-

tion of a radio reception apparatus (base station appa-
ratus) according to Embodiment 2 of the present inven-

tion.

[0060] A signal transmitted from a communication ter-

rhinal is- received by radio reception section 402 via an-
tenna 401. Radio reception section 402 perfomis vari-

ous kinds of processing such as amplification (gain con-
trol), down conversion and A/D conversion on the- re-

ception signal. The signal subjected to such proceissing

is sent to matched filter 403, where'the signal is subject-

ed to a correlation calculation using the spreading code

10

used for spreading processing on the transmitting side.

[0061] The correlation value obtained by the con-ela-
tion calculation is integrated for a predetennined penod
and sent to level detection section 404. Level detection

5 section 404 performs level detection on the integrated
correlation value. For example, level detection is per-
formed by comparing the integrated correlation value
with a predetennined threshold.

[0062] The result of this level detection is sent to ON/
10 OFF control section 405. ON/OFF control section 405

controls ON/OFF switching of switches (SW) 406, 407a
and 407b according to the level result. Through this ON/
OFF switching, execution/non-execution of interference
canceller processing is controlled.

f5 [0063] Interference cancellers 409 and 41 0 are multi-
stage type interference cancellers and constructed of a
series of stages each including a delayer and interfer-

ence canceller unit. Delay section 408 is a memory to
delay a reception signal so that interference canceller

20 processing is carried out at each stage. At each stage,
a replica of a signal which constitutes interference is cre-
ated and interference is removed by subtracting this rep-
lica from the reception signal. This makes it possible to
obtain reception data with an improved SIR (signal to

25 interference ratio).

[0064] Timing control section 414 controls timing at
which a control signal such as AlCH is sent to the com-
munication tenninal and timing at which level detection
is performed on the reception signal.

30 [0065] On the other hand, the transmission data is

digital-modulated by modulation section 411 and sent to
spreading section 412. Spreading section 412 performs
spreading/modulation processing on the transmission
data using a predetermined spreading code. This

55 spread/modulated signal is sent to radio transmission
section 413, where the signal is subjected to various
kinds of processing such as amplification (gain control),

up-conversion and D/A conversion. The signal subject-
ed to such radio transmission processing is sent from

40 antenna 401.

[0066] Then, the operation of the radio reception ap-
paratus (base station apparatus) in the configuration
above will be explained. Here, a case where ON/OFF
of interference canceller processing is controlled in a

45 packet communication will be explained.

[0067] The received packet signal (target spreading
code) is subjected to predetermined radio reception
processing, sent to matched filter 403 and subjected to
despreading processing using a known spreading code

so used in the packet signal there. A correlation value ob-
tained by despreading processing is integrated for a pre-
detemnined period and the integraited value is sent to
level detection section 404.

[0068] Level detection section 404 perfonns level de-
55 tection processing on the input integrated value. For ex-

ampile, level detection section 404 compares the inte-

grated value with a predetennined threshold and sends
the comparison result to ON/OFF control section 405.
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In this way, performing level detection makes it possible

to extract the signal spread/modulated using a specific

spreading code fronn the reception signal.

[0069] Upon acquiring a comparison result that the in-

tegrated value exceeds a predetemnined threshold, ON/

OFF control section 405 turns ON switches 406, 407a

and 407b and performs interference canceller process-

ing on the reception signal. At this time, switch 407a is

switched so that the reception signal is sent to 1st stage

interference canceller 409, switch 406 is switched so

that the reception signal is sent to 2nd stage interference

canceller 410 and switch 407b is switched so that the

reception signal is not sent directly to the CEIGU on the

lowemnost processing line.

[0070] On the other hand, upon acquiring a compari-

son result that the integrated value falls below the pre-

detemnined threshold, ON/OFF control section 405

turns OFF switches 406, 407a and 407b and demodu-

lates the reception signal without performing interfer-

ence canceller processing. At this time, switch 407a is

switched so that the reception signal is not sent to 1 st

stage interference canceller 409, switch 406 is switched

so that the reception signal is not sent to 2nd stage in-

terference canceller 41 0 and switch 407b is switched so

that the reception signal is sent directly to the CEIGU of

the lowemnost processing line.

[0071] The interference canceller processing in each

interference canceller is the same as the interference

canceller processing in Embodiment 1

.

[0072] Furthermore, the level detection timing on a

packet signal is controlled by liming control section 414.

Since a control signal (AlCH. etc.) that enables trans-

mission of an uplink packet signal is sent by the base

station itself, the packet reception timing can be predict-

ed from that transmission timing. That is, as shown in

FIG.5, since time t from the timing of transmitting AlCH

from the base station to the comniunication terminal to

the timing at which the packet signal anrives at the base

station is predictable at the base station, level detection

of the packet signal is perfonmed at the timing at which

the packet signal arrives at the base station. That is, ON/

OFF control of the interference canceller is started,when

a predetermined time has passed after the AlCH trans-

mission timing.

[0073] Thus, the present invention monitors the trans-

mission timing of a control signal about a channel that

executes the interference canceller through level detec-

tion, detects the presence or absence of a channel (tar-

get channel) that executes the interference canceller

and performs interference canceller processing only

when the target channel exists . That is , the present in-

vention performs ON/OFF control of interference can-

celler processing based on the detection result about

the presence or absence of the target channel. In this

way, it is possible to perform interference canceller

processing only on a specific packet signal.. Since a

spreading code used for a specific packet signal is no-

tified from the communication terminal or already

known, only.^a, small amount of communication is re-

quired for notification of the spreading code even if the

spreading code is notified from the communication ter-

minal.
. /

5 [0074] Moreover, since ..interference .canceller

processing is performed pnly, on a specific spreading

code, it is possible to reduce the number of channels k-

1 whose interference is to be eliminated.Thus, the hard-

ware scale can be drastically reduced compared to the

10 conventional MUD [interference canceller Furthermore,

evenjf the spreading code notified from the base sta-

tion, only a small amount of/communicationJs required

for notification of the spreading code; '
^ " < .

r

[0075] .
- In a packet communication; the present inven-

ts tion^ can, also be^applied toaa case, where transmission

directivity control is performed using an;:adaptive array

antenna orsniart aritenna asi in the case Qf.Embpdiment

1. A packet signal ,sent „with specif iC; directivity consti-

tutes considerable interference :to .a channel exchange
20 type signal (comniunicated through a channel such as

a voice signal or high-speed image transmission signal)

with identical directivity. :
,

...

[0076] Therefore, as shovyn, above,, by detecting the

level of a specific packet sigrial and performing ON/OFF
25 control of interference canceller processing based on

the detection result, it is possible to perform interference

canceller processing only p.n the packet signal sentwith

specific directivity,-which constitutes considerable inter-

ferenee to the channel exchangetype signal. As a result,

30 interference with the channel exchange type signal can

be reduced. . -
,

[0077] * The. radjo reception apparatus of the present

invention has a configuration including a detection sec-

tion that detects a reception signal spread/modulated

35 using a specific spreading code from a reception signal

and an interference canceller.that performs interference

canceller processing about the detected reception sig-

nal, ,

[0078].. The radio reception apparatus of the present

40 invention in the configuration above has a configuration

in which the extraction. section measures the reception

level of a reception signal and extracts a reception signal

spread/modulated using a specific spreading code from
this measurement result.

45 [0079] According to these configurations, since inter-

ference canceller processing is performed only on a

specific spreading code, interference canceller process-

ing can be performed with the reduced hardware scale

compared to conventional arts. Moreover, only a small

50 amount of communication is required for notification of

the spreading code even if the spreading code is notified

from, the other end of communication. As a result, it is

possible to obtain desired reception data with extreme

ease and with improved SIR.

55 [0080], The radio reception apparatus of the present

invention has a configuration including a reception level

measurernent section that measures the reception level

of a reception signal spread/modulated using a spread-

7
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ing code, a control section that controls execution/non-

execution of interference canceller processing accord-
ing to the reception level and an interference canceller

that eliminates the interference component fronn the re-

ception signal when the interference canceller process-
ing is performed.

[0081] The radio, reception apparatus of the present
invention in the configuration above has a configuration

in which when the reception level of the reception signal

exceeds a predetermined threshold, interference can-

celler processingjs performed on the reception signal.

[0082] According to these configurations, a channel
on which the interference canceller is executed is mon-
itored through level detection and interference canceller

processing is perfomned only on a specific channel.
Since interference canceller processing is. performed
only on a specific spreading code, only a small amount
of -communication is required for notification of the

spreading code even if the spreading code is notified

from the other end of communication. This allows inter-

ference canceller processing to be perfomied with the
reduced hardware scale. As a result, desired reception

data can be obtained with improved SIR.

[0083] The radio reception apparatus of the present

invention in the configuration above has a configuration

in which when the reception signal is a packet signal,

control of execution/non-execution of interference can-
celler processing is started at timing at which the packet
signal is received.

[0084] According to this configuration, interference

canceller processing can be perfonned only on a spe-
cific channel on the downlink and desired reception data
can be obtained with improved SIR.

[0085] The radio reception apparatus of the present
invention in the configuration above has a configuration

in which when the reception signal is a packet signal,

control of execution/non-execution of interference can-
celler processing is started when a predetermined time
has passed after the transmission timing of a control sig-

nal sent before the packet signal is sent.

[0086] This configuration allows interference cancel-
ler processing.to be perfonned only on a specific chan-
nel and makes it possible to obtain , desired reception

data with improved SIR.

[0087] ' The communication tennninal apparatus of the
present invention is characterized by provision of the ra-

dio reception apparatus in the above configuration. Fur-

thermore, the base station apparatus of the present in-

vention is characterized by provision of the radio recep-
tion apparatus in the above configuration.

[0088] According to these configurations, it is possible
to perform interference canceller processing with re-

duced hardware scale and thereby obtain desired re-

ception data with improved SIR.

[0089] The radio reception apparatus of the present
invention includes a step of measuring the reception lev-

el of a reception signal spread/modulated using a

spreading code and a step of perfonning Interference

canceller processing on the reception signal when the

reception level of the reception signal exceeds a prede-

termined threshold and eliminating the interference

component from the reception signal, and when the re-

5 ception signal Is a packet signal, starts measurement of

the reception level of the reception signal at timing at

which the packet signal is received.

[0090] According to this method, a channel on which
the interference canceller is executed is monitored

10 through level detection and interference canceller

processing Is perfomned only on a specific channel in

this way. This makes it possible to perform interference

canceller processing only on a specific channel on the

downlink and obtain desired reception data with im-

15 proved SIR.

[0091] The radio reception method of the present in-

vention includes a step of measuring the reception level

of a reception signal spread/modulated using a spread-

ing code and a step of performing interference canceller

^0 processing on the reception signal when the reception

level of the reception signal exceeds a predetemnined
threshold and eliminating the interference component
from the reception signal, and whenthe reception signal

is a packet signal, starts measurement of the reception

25 level of the reception signal when a predetemnined time

has passed afterthe transmission timing of a control sig-

nal sent before the packet signal is transmitted.

[0092] According to this method, a channel on which
the interference canceller processing is executed is

30 monitored through level detection and interference can-

celler processing is perfomned only on a specific chan-
nel. This makes it possible to perform interference can-

celler processing only on a specific channel on the up-

link and obtain desired reception data with improved
35 SIR.

[0093] The present invention is not limited to the em-
bodiments described above, but can be implemented
with various modifications. There are no particular re-

strictions on the number of processing line stages in the
^0 interference canceller and the number of stages. Fur-

thermore, as the method of extracting a signal spread
with a specific spreading code from the reception signal,

Embodiments 1 and 2 above describe the method by
which the reception level is measured and the signal is

^5 extracted based on this measurement result. However,
the present Invention can also use other methods of ex-

tracting a signal spread with a specific spreading code
from'the reception signal.

[0094] As described above; the radio reception appa-
50 ratus and radio reception method of the present inven-

tion perform interference canceller processing only on
a specific spreading code, making it possible to perform

interference canceller processing with reduced hard-

ware scale. This also allows desired reception data to

55 be obtained with improved SIR.

[0095] THis application is based on the Japanese Pat-

ent Application No.HEl 11-236322 filed on August 24,

1999, entire content of which is expressly incorporated
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by reference herein.

Industrial Applicability

[0096] The present invention can be applied to a base

station apparatus and communication terminal appara-

tus in a digital radio communication system.

Claims

1 . A radio reception apparatus comprising;

detecting means for detecting a reception sig-

nal spread/modulated using a specific spread-

ing code from the reception signal; and

an interference canceller that performs interfer-

ence canceller processing on the detected re-

ception signal.

2. The radio reception apparatus according to claim 1

,

wherein the detecting means measures the recep-

tion level of the reception signal and extracts the

reception signal spread/modulated using a specific

spreading code from this measurement result.

3. A radio reception apparatus comprising:

reception level measuring means for measur-

ing the reception level of a reception signal

. spread/modulated using a spreading code:

controlling means for controlling execution/

non-execution of interference canceller

. - processing according to said reception level;

and
an interference canceller that eliminates the in-

terference component from said reception sig-

nal when said interference canceller process-

ing is performed.
.

4. The radio reception apparatus according to claim 3,

wherein when the reception level of said reception

signal exceeds a predetermined threshold, interfer-

ence canceller processing is perfonned on said re-

ception signal.

5. The radio reception apparatus according to claim 3,

wherein when said reception signal is a packet sig-

. nal, control of execution/non-execution, of said in-

terference canceller processing is started at timing

at which said packet signal is received.

.

6. The radio reception apparatus according to claim 3,

wherein when said reception signal is a packet sig:

nal, control of execution/non-execution of said in-

terference canceller processing is started when a

predetermined time has passed after the transmis-

sion timing of a control signal sent before said pack-

et signal is-^transmitted.

7. • A communication temninal apparatus equipped with

a radio reception apparatus, said radio reception

5 apparatus comprising: - .

'

detecting means for detecting a reception s'\g-

* .
y - nal spread/modulated using' a specific spread-

ing codefrom the reception ^signal; and •

10 an interference canceller that performs interfer-

ence canceller processing on the detected re-

. ception signal. 1'^: ^
'

' M - - ' r
'

8. A base station apparatus equipped with a radio re-

is ception apparatus, said radiorreception apparatus
'

; - comprising: \ ^'^n^t rur\ .

detecting means for detecting a reception sig-

nal spread/modulated using a specific spread-

20 i ing code from the reception signal; and
. an interference cancellerthat performs interfer-

ence canceller processing on the detected re-

ception signal: -a: * -

25 9. Aradio reception method comprising the steps of:

' ^ measuring the reception -level of a reception

signal spread/modulated using a spreading

code;

30 performing; interference canceller processing

on said reception signal when the reception lev-

el of said reception signal exceeds a predeter-

mined threshold and eliniinating the interfer-

.ence component from said reception signal,

55 r . . vt:
• wherein when said reception signal is.a packet

,( . Signal, measurement of the reception level of

;sald^ reception signal is started* at timing at

which said packet signal is received.

40 10. A radio reception method comprising the steps of:

measuring the reception level of a reception

signalspread/niodulated using a spreading code;

performing, interfer:ence ; canceller processing on

said reception signal when the reception level of

45 said reception signal . exceeds a predetemniried

threshold and eliminating the interference compo-
• nent from said reception signal, wherein when said

reception signal is a packet signal, rrieasurement of

the reception level of said reception signal is started

50 when a predetermined time has passed after the

' transmission, timing of a control signal sent before

said packet signal is transmitted. ; • J r>^:
*
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